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by Nathan Hill

About the Book

The New York Times bestselling author of THE NIX is back with a poignant and witty novel about marriage, the 

often baffling pursuit of health and happiness, and the stories that bind us together. From the gritty '90s Chicago 

art scene to a suburbia of detox diets and home-renovation hysteria, WELLNESS reimagines the love story with a 

healthy dose of insight, irony and heart.

When Jack and Elizabeth meet as college students in the '90s, the two quickly join forces and hold on tight, each eager to 

claim a place in Chicago?s thriving underground art scene with an appreciative kindred spirit. Fast-forward 20 years to 

married life, and alongside the challenges of parenting, they encounter cults disguised as mindfulness support groups, 

polyamorous would-be suitors, Facebook wars and something called Love Potion Number Nine.

For the first time, Jack and Elizabeth struggle to recognize each other, and the no-longer-youthful dreamers are forced to 

face their demons, from unfulfilled career ambitions to painful childhood memories of their own dysfunctional families. 

In the process, Jack and Elizabeth must undertake separate, personal excavations, or risk losing the best thing in their 

lives: each other.

Discussion Guide

1. Have you ever been under the placebo effect --- in a medical or other context? After reading WELLNESS, can you 

look back on certain events, decisions or changes that took place in your life and attribute those changes to belief alone?

2. Dr. Sanborne?s theory of love is one explanation for why Jack and Elizabeth were attracted to each other (including 

the intimacy questionnaire that Elizabeth uses on their first date). Can you think of any other theories or explanations --- 

from psychology, popular culture or other traditions/systems --- for how their relationship unfolds?  
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3. Which of the wellness trends mentioned in the book (Benjamin?s diets and supplements; Jack?s failed workouts; 

Elizabeth?s and Lawrence?s various healing potions, etc.) have you heard of or participated in? Did they produce the 

desired effect? Do you believe now, and did you believe then, that the product(s) or technique(s) ?worked??

4. Do you believe that Elizabeth and Jack are soulmates? Do you believe they believe they are? How does their own 

version of their love story change over time?

5. When Elizabeth and Jack discuss marriage on their first date, she says, ?They say that marriage is hard, but it seems to 

me if it?s that hard then you?re probably doing it wrong? (page 36). If someone had said that to her later in the novel, 10 

years after they met, what do you think she?d say? Are they ?doing it wrong? because of their challenges?

6. What did you make of Toby?s explanation for why he ate the first apple turnover when Elizabeth tried the 

marshmallow experiment on him? What does this exchange reveal about the assumptions we make from scientific 

experiments, even when the results are ?statistically significant??

7. Discuss Elizabeth?s ?unraveling? in the grocery store. Has anything like this ever happened to you? Which stressors 

that she was responding to seem unique to the present moment of the novel, and which are more universal to 

motherhood/parenthood?

8. Kate and Kyle seem to ?diagnose? the problems in Jack and Elizabeth?s marriage fairly quickly at the Club. Why do 

you think they were so blind to their oppositional, enabling qualities? Do you think they knew those truths all along?  

9. How might Jack?s art have developed if he hadn?t gone to art school, where he was introduced to a much more 

commercial and intellectual approach to art than what he learned from Evelyn?

10. Are there works of art that, like American Gothic does for Jack, evoke certain personal memories or identities for 

you? If so, which pieces and why?

11. Jack interprets the history of landscape art --- especially of the plains --- to mean that ?the things we think are 

beautiful are only the things that have been depicted beautifully. And if it?s not depicted, it?s not seen. It never enters the 

imagination. It becomes a nothing? (page 209). How does this manifest in his own art, as it does (or does not) represent 

his grief and guilt over Evelyn?s death? Does his nonrepresentational style make Evelyn?s memory more or less of a 

?nothing?? Consider the images placed throughout the novel meant to illustrate Jack?s art.

12. Elizabeth?s ancestors use a variety of tactics to get ahead in business --- mostly manipulation. In what ways do these 

men embody the plight of America? Is their work any different from the landscape artists Jack looks up to?

13. How do art and science intersect in the novel? Consider the strategy and motives behind Jack?s non-photos and the 

creativity of Elizabeth?s placebo experiments at Wellness.

14. What is the difference between the affirmations that Brandie?s Community Corps believe in and Elizabeth?s placebo 

work at Wellness?

15. How does the city of Chicago change and transform over the course of the book? What inspiration do Jack and 



Elizabeth take from this place where they emigrated to, to dissolve their connections to their hometowns?

16. Benjamin predicts that the internet --- specifically hypertext --- will free readers ?from the hegemony of the book? 

(page 311); on the internet, ?there?s no gatekeeper. No overlord telling you what to do. You pick your own way through 

the story, navigating a sea of information, constructing personal meaning out of a big constellation of meanings? (page 

312). Does the novel suggest this is true, or do people make grand meanings of their lives even without the internet? 

What forms and media do these stories unfold in, and how are they shaped by the internet? Consider Jack?s entrée into 

photography and Lawrence?s attempt to seek connection after his cancer diagnosis.

17. Why is Jack so troubled when he sees that the theories of art and society he prescribed to as a young man have been 

adopted by his father in his Facebook screeds?

18. What is Lawrence looking for on Facebook? What might have happened differently if he hadn?t encountered Jack on 

the platform, friended him, and then was unfriended by him?

19. What do you think really happened to Evelyn the night she died? Who was to ?blame?: Ruth or Jack? Did she seem 

to prophesy her own demise?

20. Consider Jack?s reflection on his tattoo --- and the nature of the self: ?He realized that his current self --- which 

seemed to him pretty stable and suitable and more or less true --- was no more true than his younger self. Someday 

another person would emerge, a total stranger, and around him new friends would emerge and a new city would emerge 

and a new wife and a new son would emerge and they?d be an entirely new family? (page 408). How are Elizabeth and 

Jack totally different by the end of the book? What parts of them remain the same?

21. Though they have very different material upbringings, Jack and Elizabeth seem to play similar emotional roles in 

their families --- especially regarding the ways Jack?s mother and Elizabeth?s father deal (or fail to deal) with their own 

insecurities. How do these roles play out in their marriage, in their work lives, and as parents? What coping mechanisms 

do you imagine Toby developing in response to his parents? personalities? Consider Elizabeth?s reflection: ?This, it 

turned out, was the most savage, most hurtful thing about being a parent: it wasn?t just coming face-to-face with all your 

own shortcomings and inadequacies, but it was also seeing those shortcomings embodied in your child? (page 175).

22. What was the impact of learning more of Jack?s and Elizabeth?s pasts later in the novel, as opposed to in the 

beginning? How might your impressions of them have been different if you knew their childhood stories earlier?

23. Per Toby?s Minecraft universe, ?Diamond was the strongest stuff there was, sure, but sometimes the made-up things 

[netherine] were even stronger? (page 589). Where does this idea prove to be true in the novel --- and in your life 

experiences? What does this suggest about the value of both art and the placebo effect in supporting our human frailties?

Author Bio
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